How to Order your Dress Form Sewing pattern
All the information you need to choose the correct pattern and order the pattern correctly.

I.

First choose the pattern that is best for your body.

Here are the different dress form pattern products:
1. The $24 Missy Fit sewing pattern is to make a dress form that you stuff.
This pattern uses custom measurements.
This pattern is made with negative ease to account for stretching when the dress form is
stuffed. If you try to put on the dress form, it will NOT fit because it has negative ease.
This dress form is made with woven fabric.
This Missy Fit pattern is for bodies with less body fat, so the form WILL NOT be so
curvy.

2. The $24 Plus Size/Curvy sewing pattern is to make a dress form that you stuff.
This pattern uses custom measurements.
This pattern is made with negative ease to account for stretching when the dress form is
stuffed. If you try to put on the dress form, it will NOT fit because it has negative ease.
This dress form is made with woven fabric.
This Plus Size pattern is for bodies with more body fat, so the form WILL be curvy.

3. The $37 woman’s dress form patterns are files with pre-made sewing patterns for
dress forms in standard sizes.
This is NOT custom measurement. These products are ideal for people who have
small businesses and need multiple dress forms in standard sizes.

4. The $24 Men’s sewing pattern is to make a dress form that you stuff.
This pattern uses custom measurements.
This pattern is made with negative ease to account for stretching when the dress form is
stuffed. If you try to put on the dress form, it will NOT fit because it has negative ease.
This dress form is made with woven fabric.

5. The $17 Woman’s dress form COVER sewing pattern is to make a COVER for a dress
form that you already have. Add padding to your dress form to give it your shape and
measurements, then put this dress form cover on top like a pillow case.
This pattern uses custom measurements.
This pattern is made with no ease so you can try it on to test the fit.
This dress form is made with knit ponte fabric. (Some people use woven fabric, which
is ok if you add a zipper down the back seam so that the cover will fit on top of the dress
form)

6. The $10 dress form arm add-on sewing pattern is to make a dress form arm.
This arm works well with other BootstrapFashion dress forms or another dress form you
already have.
When the pattern pieces are face up on the fabric, the arm will be a right arm. To make a
left arm, turn the pattern pieces upside down on the fabric to make a mirror image.
This pattern uses custom measurements.
This pattern is made with negative ease to account for stretching when it is stuffed.
This dress form is made with woven fabric.

II. Take the measurements for the pattern.
Here are all the measurements needed for each product:
$24 Woman’s dress form sewing pattern order form:

Here is what the order form looks like. Please note that there are TWO tabs of
measurements. “Customize” tab and “Fit Adjustments” tab.
We recommend you fill out both tabs.
The Fit Adjustment measurements are optional but highly recommended.
For the Fit Adjustments, fill out all of the measurements or none of them.
For more information, go download the FREE Measurement Guide PDF file.
The Measurement Guide has all the information about the measurements that are
needed and how to take them for the Woman’s dress form patterns.
The little grey question marks next to each measurement also show you a diagram about
how to take the measurement.
You can also search in YouTube Tailornova Measurement Videos and watch videos
about how to take the measurements.

When you click PRINT, a lot of different paper size options will appear like in this picture.
To print at home in USA and Canada, click Letter. To print at home in other countries, A4
is usually the correct size.

Click FIT ADJUSTMENTS and this is the box you will see:

$24 Men’s dress form sewing pattern order form
Here is what the order form looks like. Please note that there are TWO tabs of
measurements. “Customize” tab and “Fit Adjustments” tab.
We recommend you fill out both tabs.
The Fit Adjustment measurements are optional but highly recommended.
For the Fit Adjustments, fill out all of the measurements or none of them.
For more information, go download the FREE Measurement Guide PDF file.
The Measurement Guide has all the information about the measurements that are
needed and how to take them for the Woman’s dress form patterns. The measurements
needed for the men’s patterns are mostly the same.
The little grey question marks next to each measurement also show you a diagram about
how to take the measurement.
You can also search in YouTube Tailornova Measurement Videos and watch videos
about how to take the measurements.

$17 woman’s dress form cover sewing pattern order form:

Here is what the order form looks like. Please note that there are TWO tabs of
measurements. “Customize” tab and “Fit Adjustments” tab.
We recommend you fill out both tabs.
The Fit Adjustment measurements are optional but highly recommended.
For the Fit Adjustments, fill out all of the measurements or none of them.
For more information, go download the FREE Measurement Guide PDF file.
The Measurement Guide has all the information about the measurements that are
needed and how to take them for the Woman’s dress form patterns. The measurements
needed for the woman’s dress form cover patterns are mostly all the same.
The little grey question marks next to each measurement also show you a diagram about
how to take the measurement.
You can also search in YouTube Tailornova Measurement Videos and watch videos
about how to take the measurements.

$10 dress form arm add-on sewing pattern order form:

Here is what the order form looks like.
For more information, go download the FREE Measurement Guide PDF file.
The Measurement Guide has all the information about the measurements that are
needed and how to take them for the Woman’s dress form patterns. The measurements
needed for the dress from arm add-on patterns are mostly all the same.
The little grey question marks next to each measurement also show you a diagram about
how to take the measurement.
You can also search in YouTube Tailornova Measurement Videos and watch videos
about how to take the measurements.
The arm pattern does not need arm lengths. Just enter the needed measurements and
the automatic pattern system calculates the correct pattern.

III. Purchase the Pattern
After you write your measurements, click the orange ADD TO CART button. Go to your
cart and complete the purchase. PayPal is the only payment option, but you can use
PayPal as a guest, you do not need to have a PayPal account.
Another alternative is that you can make payments through our BootstrapFashion Etsy
shop. If you are paying for a Custom Measurement pattern, send us a message after you
make the Etsy purchase. We will then manually give you store credit so you can order
your custom sewing pattern with store credit.

